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1 Equality Strand:  Age  

 

1.1 Where Age is referred to, it refers to a person belonging to a 

particular age (e.g. 32 year olds) or range of ages (e.g. 18 - 30 year 

olds). (Equality and Human Rights Commission, 2015) 

 

1.2 The key focus within the Age strand, for policing at a national level 

have been identified as ‘Children and Young People’ (under 25), and ‘Older 

people’ (60 and above). The Sussex Police Equality Champion for Children 

and young people is Superintendent Laurence Taylor, and for Older People 

is Superintendent Lisa Bell.  

 

 

Chart1: ONS Census Data (2011) indicates that there are 453 thousand ‘Children 

and Young people’ in Sussex, and over 322 thousand ‘Older people’. 

 

 

1.3 As a policing service, this involves recognising which crimes 

disproportionally affect older or younger people as victims, and ensuring 

engagement provides effective crime prevention, support and access to 

policing services.  

 

1.4 Older people are at a higher risk of being victims of Fraud. 

Operation Signature is Sussex Police’s response - a scam mail campaign 
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to identify and support vulnerable victims of postal scams. The majority of 

the identified victims have been between the ages of 80 and 90 and 

almost all of these had not recognised that they were victims of fraud. 

Awareness of scam mail and other fraud crimes continues to be raised 

within communities; through Neighbourhood Policing Teams and the 

media. This has included providing preventative measures to support and 

protect victims from further targeting, such as helping people to change 

their phone number to an ex-directory number, contacting family to 

suggest Power of Attorney or mail re-direction. 

 

1.5 Work with Children and young people has included a strong focus 

around diversion from crime, and engagement through local policing 

teams working with schools in Sussex. 

 

1.6 As an employer, the expected increase of older people in the 

workplace, due to an ageing working population – will require due 

consideration to understand and manage the experiences and issues that 

can arise with older age. The Champion for Older Age is currently 

exploring the viability of an older persons diversity staff support group. 
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2 Equality Strand: Disability   

 

2.1 A person has a disability if they have a physical or mental 

impairment which has a substantial and long-term adverse effect on that 

person's ability to carry out normal day-to-day activities. (Equality and 

Human Rights Commission, 2015) 

 

2.2 The Papworth Trust, a leading disability charity, estimates that 19% 

of the UK defined as having a disability – for Sussex this would mean 

around 305 thousand people.  In addition to this, National Mental Health 

charity Mind estimates that 1 in 4 people will experience mental ill health 

every year. 

 

2.3 Chief Superintendent Neil Honnor is the Equality Champion for 

Disability and Mental Health Equality work in Sussex Police. He works 

alongside Equality Advocates for Mental Health - Steve Voice and 

Superintendent Di Roskilly; and Equality Advocates for Disability - DC 

Gary Newman and Chief Inspector Justina Beeken. 

 

2.4 As a policing service, the priority areas for Sussex Police in 

service delivery for Disability and Mental Health Equality is tackling Hate 

Crime and encouraging reporting. Gaining insight on public experiences is 

central to developing our approach. This has been informed by engaging 

with people in our communities and local partners through our Disability 

Engagement Officers at local events. Last year Sussex Police launched 

Pegasus, an initiative to assist people who have speech or communication 

difficulties which might make it difficult for them to contact the police, and 

over the last year we have seen an increase in reporting of hate crimes, a 

trend which has continued into this current business year.  
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Chart 2: Sussex Police crime recording Data indicates a 20% increase in 

reporting from 113 in 2013/14 to 136 in 2014/15. 

 

 

2.5 As an employer, Sussex Police use the ‘Two Ticks’ positive action 

symbol in job adverts to show that it encourages applications from 

disabled people, and promise to interview all disabled applicants who 

meet the minimum criteria for a job vacancy and to consider them on 

their abilities. Sussex Police also has a diversity staff support group for 

Disability; the Sussex Police Disability and Carer's Association (SPDCA). 

This is led by Chief Inspector Simon Nelson, and has over 120 members. 

The SPDCA provide support for carer's and disabled employees in the 

workplace and is a network to identify organisational challenges and 

opportunities, and supports the organisation by challenging our policies 

and processes which relate to disability.    
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3 Equality Strand: Faith and Belief  

 

3.1 Religion has the meaning usually given to it but belief includes 

religious and philosophical beliefs including lack of belief (e.g. Atheism). 

Generally, a belief should affect your life choices or the way you live for it 

to be included in the definition. (Equality and Human Rights Commission, 2015) 

 

 

 

Chart 3: ONS Census Data (2011) indicates that there around 62% of the 

population in Sussex identify as having a Religion and Belief. 

 

3.2 Almost 1 million Sussex residents identify as having a religion or 

belief. Superintendent Nick May is the Equality Patron for Religion and 

Belief in Sussex Police. He works alongside Champions for each of the 

main faiths; Buddhist, Hindu and Sikh faiths - DC Sarah Brewster, 

Christian Faith - Inspector Jon Brydon, Jewish faith - Chief Inspector Katy 

Woolford, and Muslim faith – Chief Inspector Jo Banks. 

 

3.3 As a policing service, the priority areas for faith and belief related 

to equality and diversity is also around tackling Hate Crime and 

encouraging reporting. Sussex police has established Muslim faith and 
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Christian faith forums where people from those faith communities engage 

to promote public confidence in reporting hate crimes and develop 

community relations.  

 

 
Chart 4: Sussex Police crime recording Data indicates a 68% increase in 

reporting from 89 in 2013/14 to 150 in 2014/15. 

 

 

3.4 As an employer, Sussex Police has an interfaith diversity staff 

support group with membership wide ranging from the mainstream 

religions to humanistic beliefs. There is also the Christian Fellowship, 

providing support and advice. The interfaith forum is a network to identify 

organisational challenges and opportunities, and supports the organisation 

by challenging our policies and processes which relate to religion and 

belief.    
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4 Equality Strand: Sex & Gender 
 

 

4.1 Sex, A man or a woman. (Equality and Human Rights Commissions, 

2015) 

 

4.2 Superintendent Miles Ockwell is the Equality Champion for Sex. He 

works alongside Evolve – the Sussex Police diversity staff support group 

for Women. 

 

4.3 As a policing service, there are regulations that dictate policing 

provision based on sex, for example, intimate searches must be 

conducted by a person of the same sex. One of the key priorities as a 

service is to increase the representation of women into senior and 

specialist roles, increasing visible diversity of the organisation. 

 

 

Chart 5: Sussex Police Annual Equality data, 2015. Analysis by senior roles and 

Sex. 

 

 

4.4 As an employer, one of the key equality objectives is to increase 

the representation of women in senior roles. The 2015 annual equality 

data shows that there is an equal split for female and male police staff at 

management level. However, for Police Officers, there are almost three 

times as many male senior officers (Chief Inspector and above) than 
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female senior officers. What can also be observed from the chart above is 

that there is also much fewer females within the - potential progression 

pool - lower ranks. The diversity staff support group for gender is called 

Evolve, and has over 350 members. The network raises organisational 

challenges and opportunities, and supports the organisation by 

challenging our policies and processes which relate to religion and belief.    

 

4.5 Sussex Police Human Resources Department has developed a 

Positive Action Strategy – one of the core objectives is to address the 

balance at senior ranks. A positive action working group has been 

established to identify ways to deal with this challenge; the group’s first 

meeting took place in April 2015, attendance included membership from 

the Gender Equality Champion and Evolve network chair. 
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5 Equality Strand: Race 

 

5.1 Refers to the protected characteristic of Race. It refers to a group of 

people defined by their race, colour, and nationality (including citizenship) 

ethnic or national origins. (Equality and Human Rights Commission, 2015) 

 

Sussex Population breakdown by Ethnicity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chart 6: ONS Census Data (2011) indicates that 88% of the population in Sussex 

identify as White British. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chart 7: ONS Census Data (2011) illustrating Sussex Population of high level 

ethnic minority categorisation (excluding White British).  
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5.2 Chief Superintendent Tony Blaker is the Equality Champion for Race 

Equality work in Sussex Police. He works alongside Equality Advocate 

Chief Inspector Warren Franklin.  

 

5.3 As a policing service, this work involves engaging with people in 

our communities through Race Liaison Officers (RLO) - similar to other 

liaison officer roles, they receive specialist inputs to raise their knowledge 

and understanding, and create awareness in Race issues and act as a 

point of contact for BME communities, building relations to increase trust, 

confidence and encourage reporting of crime - and regular consultation 

with our external Race Advisory Group (RAG).  

 

5.4 The RAG acts as a joint internal and external reference group, 

which has helped to inform a range of policing activities; these have 

included our strategy for recruiting a representative workforce, delivery of 

Race Liaison Officer Awareness days, and scrutiny around the delivery of 

police stop and search powers and promoting the reporting of hate crimes. 

In the last year, Sussex Police has seen an increase in reported Race Hate 

crime and incidents (Chart 8). 

 

 

Chart 8: Sussex Police crime recording Data indicates a 58% increase in 

reporting from 741 in 2013/14 to 1171 in 2014/15. 
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5.5 Delivering policing services and using police powers equitably is 

critical to avoid negative effects on community cohesion and community 

engagement with policing. Chart 9 presents an illustration of Stop and 

Search activity by ethnicity over a 12 month period. 

 

 
Chart 9: Stop and search data – Volume by ethnicity Apr 2014 – March 2015, 

Sussex Police website (accessed May 2015).  

 

5.6 ONS records indicate that Sussex Police has a 6.3 % Black, and 

Minority Ethic (BME) resident population. Whilst the overall figures in 

chart 9 show that Stop and search activity is mainly conducted with white 

subjects, when considering stop and search activity relative to population 

sizes, charts 10 and 11  illustrate an overrepresentation of Black subjects.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chart 10: Stop and search data – Volume per 1000 population Apr 2014 – March 

2015, Sussex Police website (accessed May 2015).  
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Chart 11: Stop and search data – times more likely to be stopped Apr 2014 – 

March 2015, Sussex Police website (accessed May 2015). 

 

 

5.7 The Force conducts a regular Stop and Search scrutiny meeting 

chaired by Assistant Chief Constable Robin Smith. Attendees to that 

meeting include District Commanders – held to account for the delivery of 

Stop and Search in their area - and members of the public, from our 

external reference groups. The district focus scrutiny includes 

demonstrating public engagement, accounting for disproportionality in 

data by characteristics of those subject to this power.  The meeting also 

scrutinise the effectiveness of the search by looking at outcomes, and 

legitimacy of the search by testing the quality of the grounds recorded.  

 

5.8 As an employer, the key equality objective is to increase the 

representation of BME Staff and Officers, and progress to increase 

representation in senior roles. 

 

5.9 The 2015 annual equality data (Chart 12) shows that Sussex police 

has only one third the volumes of BME staff (2.1%) and officers (2.0%) 

needed in order to be representative of the community at 6.3%. The data 

also shows that Sussex Police has a lower proportion of BME staff and 

officers compared to Policing nationally. 
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Chart 12: Sussex Police Annual Equality data, 2015. BME representation of 

Officers and Staff compared nationally. 

 

5.10 Excepted low levels of recruitment in the future mean that 

becoming representative of the population by ethnicity is more challenging 

than before. BME representation in both staff and officers ranks is the 

second key priority of the Sussex Police Human Resources Department 

Positive Action Strategy working group. 

 

5.11 Sussex Police also has a diversity staff support group for Race - The 

Black Police Association (BPA). This is led by Detective Constable Mo 

Dando. The BPA provide support for BME employees in the workplace and 

is a network to identify organisational challenges and opportunities in the 

recruitment, retention and progression of BME staff and officers.  

 

5.12 In addition to the Race Equality strand, Sussex police also has an 

Equality Champion specifically for Gypsies and Travellers, Gypsy and 

Traveller liaison officers (GTLOs), and also engages with members of the 

public from these communities through regular Gypsy and Traveller 

Advisory group (GTAG) meetings.  
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6 Equality Strand: Sexual Orientation and Gender 
Reassignment 

 

6.1 Sexual orientation: Whether a person's sexual attraction is 

towards their own sex, the opposite sex or to both sexes. Gender 

Reassignment refers to the process of transitioning from one gender to 

another. (Equality and Human Rights Commission, 2015) 

 

6.2 Stonewall predicts 5%-7% of the UK defines as LGB - this 

estimation would suggest a population of around 100 thousand residents 

in Sussex. Chief Superintendent Nev Kemp is the Equality Champion for 

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Trans (LGBT) issues. 

 

6.3 As a policing service, the priority areas for Sussex Police in 

service delivery for LGBT is tackling Hate Crime and encouraging 

reporting.  Typically engagement with people in our communities is 

conducted through out the year at local events and in day to day 

community policing by LGBT Liaison Officers (LGBTLO). As with other 

liaison officer roles, they too receive specialist inputs to raise their 

knowledge and understanding of the issues faced by people from the 

LGBT Community. A central aspect of their role is to act as a point of 

contact for LGBT communities, building relations to increase trust, 

confidence and encourage reporting of crime.  

 

6.4 The force Champion also hosts regular consultation with our 

external LGBT Advisory Group, which has helped to inform a range of 

policing activities; these have included community engagement activities, 

our strategy for recruiting a representative workforce, delivery of LGBT 

Liaison Officer Awareness days. In the last year, Sussex Police has also 

seen an increase in reported homophobic and transphobic hate crime and 

incidents – see chart 13. 
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Chart 13: Sussex Police crime recording Data indicates a 57% increase in 

reporting from 223 in 2013/14 to 351 in 2014/15. 

 
 

 

6.5 As an employer, Sussex Police has a diversity staff support group 

for Sexual Orientation; the Gay Police Association (GPA) has over 160 

members and provides support for people in the workplace around LGBT 

issues and concerns. The GPA also acts a network to identify 

organisational challenges and opportunities, and supports the organisation 

by challenging policies and processes.  Sussex Police is also a member of 

Stonewall and participate in their workplace Equality index on an annual 

basis. Stonewall is a lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) rights 

charity which works with a whole range of agencies to address the needs 

of lesbians, gay men and bisexual people in the wider community. 
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7 Equality Strand: Pregnancy & maternity  

 

7.1 Pregnancy is the condition of being pregnant or expecting a baby. 

Maternity refers to the period after the birth, and is linked to maternity 

leave in the employment context. In the non-work context, protection 

against maternity discrimination is for 26 weeks after giving birth, and 

this includes treating a woman unfavourably because she is breastfeeding. 

(Equality and Human Rights Commission, 2015) 

 

7.2 Superintendent Heather Keating has recently taken on the role of 

Champion for this newly established strand. The expectation set out in the 

PSED (2011) is to eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and 

victimisation. For Sussex Police this will primarily be about creating a 

supportive working environment where pregnancy and maternity is 

experienced by an employee.  

 

7.3 Initial plans include working with the gender equality ‘Evolve’ 

network to establish an internal reference group, to develop insight 

around current experiences in the workplace and identify common issues 

and challenges. It is expected that this train of work will occur over the 

next six months. 

 


